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10

The authors of the discussed paper show a possible strategy for dealing with zero-flows in

11

solving the nonlinear equations for water distribution systems when the Hazen-Williams

12

equation is used. Recently, Elhay and Simpson (2011) presented a similar method for solution

13

of the zero-flow problem also when the Hazen-Williams model is used, but they also explain

14

and give a solution for the possible problem with zero flow when the Darcy-Weisbach model

15

is used. In this discussion, a few simple remarks how to avoid the zero-flow problem in a

16

network of pipes will be highlighted. Also, possible physical interpretation related to the

17

problem will be explained.

18
19

Zero-flow in Hazen-Williams model

20

Both contributions, by the authors of the discussed paper and by Elhay and Simpson (2011),

21

to the solution of the zero-flow problem when the Hazen-Williams model is used, cannot be

22

disputed. Mathematical interpretation of the problem from both papers stands, but at the same

23

time everybody has to be aware that the Hazen-Williams equation, used in both papers is

24

obsolete and hence should not be used (Liou 1998, Brkić 2012a, Simpson and Elhay 2012).

25

Zero-flow can occur when the Hazen-Williams formula is used since the coefficient is always
1

26

independent of flow. The argument that the Hazen-Williams model can be used since it has

27

been in common use for a very long time (Simpson and Elhay 2012), simply does not stand.

28

The fact that the Hazen-Williams model is used for calculation in EPANET is also avoidable

29

since this software equally allows the use of the Darcy-Weisbach model (Simpson and Elhay

30

2011, Brkić 2012a). Because the Darcy-Weisbach model with the Colebrook formula for the

31

friction factor is theoretically more sound (Brkić 2011a, 2012b), the usage of the Hazen-

32

Williams equation is strongly discouraged. Finally, the Darcy-Weisbach model can be used

33

also for calculation of gas distribution networks, while the Hazen-Williams model cannot in

34

any circumstances (Brkić 2009; 2011b,c).

35
36

Zero-flow in Darcy-Weisbach model

37

On the other hand, the zero-flow problem can occur when the Darcy-Weisbach formula is

38

used only if laminar flow takes place (Elhay and Simpson 2011, Simpson and Elhay 2011,

39

Brkić 2012a). This is because the resistance is independent of flow when the Darcy-Weisbach

40

formula is in use only in the case of a laminar flow regime. So, knowing that laminar flow can

41

occur only rarely and only in a few pipes of a water distribution network, calculation for these

42

pipes should be perform as for the other pipes in which turbulent flow takes place. Further

43

calculation with this assumption will not introduce significant error in the final result.

44

Existence of pipes with laminar flow only means that the model of the network is not

45

rationally planned. This subsequently means that diameters of these pipes have to be changed.

46

Note that the network should be calculated for maximum possible nodal demands, which

47

means that the network is rationally planned only if turbulent flow takes place in all pipes.

48
49

Analogy with electrical networks

2

50

It is true that laminar flow resistance in the Darcy-Weisbach interpretation is a constant for a

51

single pipe (Elhay and Simpson 2011, Simpson and Elhay 2012, Brkić 2012a). This means

52

that flow resistance, r≠r(λ), in the laminar regime does not depend on the value of the Darcy

53

friction factor, λ (for the laminar regime, the Darcy friction factor can be calculated as

54

λ=64/R, where R is the dimensionless Reynolds number). On the other hand, in the turbulent

55

regime, flow resistance does depend on the Darcy friction factor, i.e. r=r(λ) (where the Darcy

56

friction factor can be calculated using the well known Colebrook formula). To make a point, a

57

clear analogy with electrical resistance exists in the case of resistance in laminar flow. So,

58

knowing that electrical networks can be solved in a non-iterative procedure using only Ohm’s

59

and two Kirchhoff’s laws, it can be concluded that hydraulic networks can be equally solved

60

using some sort of Ohm’s law rearranged for use in hydraulic networks and two Kirchhoff’s

61

laws. Laminar flow resistance is independent of flow, but the whole calculation will be

62

spoiled if even a single pipe of the hydraulic network has turbulent flow (a single pipe with

63

turbulent flow renders impossible a non-iterative calculation of the whole network). In such a

64

network, in which in all pipes laminar flow takes place, pipes with zero flow will be treated

65

simply as a break in the circuit (a connection with infinity large resistance) or as a totally

66

choked pipe, which will not cause any problem since no iterative procedure is needed.

67
68

Division by “zero” in computer environment

69

Computers today use the IEEE standard for arithmetic precision and therefore small numbers

70

bellow a standard boundary will also be treated in the computer as zero which also can lead to

71

the singularity of matrices used in calculation of water distribution network (Brkić 2012c,

72

Sonnad and Goudar 2004). Also, use of software specialized only for matrix calculation (such

73

as MatLab by MathWorks or even MS Excel) can be sometimes recommended as a better

74

solution compared with the use of specially developed software for a water distribution
3

75

network. In MatLab, it is possible to devise all parts of the calculation, while in a specialized

76

software program for water networks, such EPANET, the designer is more restricted since the

77

calculation procedures are already incorporated in the program code.

78
79

Possible physical interpretation of “zero-flow”

80

Although pipes with no flow in a real looped network of pipe can exist, it is more likely that a

81

quite unrealistic model of a water distributive network is chosen if zero flow occurs (or the

82

model does not accurately represent the system). Considering the network model from Figure

83

1 of this discussion which has a vertical axis of symmetry (symmetry in pipes diameters and

84

nodal demands). Obviously such a network is excellent for the examination of the zero-flow

85

problem. Symmetric networks can be found in Elhay and Simpson (2011) and in Álvarez et

86

al. (2011). A symmetric network was referred to in the discussed paper in the work of Elhay

87

and Simpson (2011).

88
89

Figure 1. Unrealistic symmetric model of water distribution network (chosen only for the

90

examination of zero-flow problem)

91
92

To further illustrate the point of the shown zero-flow problem, the non-zero demand of node 2

93

of the network from Figure 1 is equal to with the demand of node 3, node 4 equal to node 5

94

and node 6 equal to node 7. Also, it can be assumed that all pipes have the same diameter. In

95

that way symmetry of the network and symmetry of node demands leads to the logical

96

conclusion that zero-flow takes place in pipes 2, 6 and 9. This subsequently leads to the

97

conclusion that the consumer connected to pipes 2, 6 and 9 will suffer of water shortage since

98

water users are really located between junctions (Figure 2).

99
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100

Figure 2. Modeled versus possible real situation with two-way flow in a water distributive

101

network

102
103

In reality, the consumers connected to pipes 2, 6 and 9 will almost certain have enough water

104

since these pipes are supplied from two sides (two-way supplied pipes). Or in other words, the

105

lowest pressure of water is somewhere between the two nodes (Brkić 2009). This situation is

106

not allowed and cannot be calculated using any of the Hardy Cross type methods of s for

107

calculation of looped pipe networks (Brkić 2011b). For example, the normal situation for pipe

108

5 is that water flows from node 3 towards node 5. This means that the pressure in node 3 is

109

higher than the pressure in node 5 with a monotonically decreasing pressure through pipe 5.

110

On the other hand, the pressures in nodes 2 and 3 of the network from Figure 1, are equalized

111

which means that flow through pipe 2 is logically impossible. This assumption can be

112

disputed knowing that the point of the lowest pressure (lower than in nodes 2 and 3) in reality

113

is somewhere between these two nodes. This situation produces simultaneous flow from node

114

2 towards node 3 and also from node 3 to node 2 (two-way flow or simultaneous flow from

115

two opposite directions). This is possible if the nodes in a model of the network are poorly

116

spatially distributed. A good engineer should know that the real consumers are not

117

concentrated in a node (Figure 2). They are actually distributed between nodes. Consumption

118

concentrated in a node is only a model of the real situation. Also, nodes are not necessarily the

119

only junctions in a network (Figure 3). In the network from Figure 1, nodes should be placed

120

also between nodes 2 and 3, between nodes 4 and 5, and also between nodes 6 and 7 (nodes 9,

121

10 and 11 in figure 3 of this discussion). The actual situation of the demand pattern will in

122

that way be modeled more realistically (Figure 3). It also has to be noted that an initially

123

poorly conditioned network has as the consequence a poorly conditioned Jacobian which

124

leads directly to a singularity in the related matrix.
5

125
126

Figure 3. Good conditioned node pattern in the water distributive network

127
128

The general recommendation is that the symmetry in a network should be avoided and if the

129

symmetry exists, nodes at least should be always placed at the axis of symmetry (in that case

130

a node should be placed at every point where pipes and the axis of symmetry cross each

131

other). Symmetry of node demands and pipe diameters also should be avoided.

132
133

To conclude, temporary zero-flow rarely can occur in some of the pipes during the calculation

134

of a looped network (virtual change of flow direction during the iterative procedure usually

135

does not cause the zero-flow problem). But, if zero-flow remains as is at the end of the

136

calculation, this usually means that the modeled network is not a good image of the real

137

situation in the field.

138
139
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